
                    Presidents Report to NRVGA Half Yearly Meeting 

                                             12th June 2020 via Zoom 

2020 will go down in history as a year that will be remembered as the one that changed the 

world and will make it a different place for years to come, possibly forever. 

This meeting is a perfect example, who would have thought that a bunch of old blokes would 

be holding our meetings virtually via Zoom. A special thanks to Secretary Ray for his efforts in 

checking out a way to hold our meetings during these difficult times, let’s hope it goes well as it 

could be a sign off the future.  

Northern Rivers Veteran Golf membership is currently 1998 which is down 78 on last year, still 

the largest in NSW and entitling us two delegates at state level. 

The Open Day circuit got off to a rocky start with Byron Bay having to be rescheduled due to 

wet weather, Iluka and Ballina went ahead as programed. Woodenbong had to cancel due to 

lack of numbers in part due to the pending Coronavirus. 

The Executive then suspended all Open Days until further notice. A decision on their 

resumption will be made when Covid19 restrictions are relaxed and Clubs reopen. When this 

will happen is anybody’s guess.  

NSWVGA canceled all weeks of Golf until the 4th September with decisions being reviewed 

every month.  

Golfers in NSW are fortunate that golf came under the umbrella of exercise and still able to be 

played with strict adherence to social distancing rules and strict hygiene. This included only one 

person per Cart, playing in groups of two removal of rakes from bunkers and leaving the Flags in 

etc. 

A large number of our members fall into the Covid19 high risk age category and as a result 

NRVGA clubs took varied actions in dealing with restrictions placed on our game. Some 

suspended competitions altogether, others revised programs to fit within the guidelines leaving 

it up to individual members to decide whether to play or not.  

All the latest information can be found on our website wwwnrvga.com Thanks to Secretary Ray 

who keeps it up to date. This site also has a useful link to the NSWVGA new website and I urge 

all Club secretary’s to promote its use. 

The NSWVGA grass roots program will happen again this year with every NRVGA club to receive 

one $25 voucher for every 50 members or part thereof. Clubs are reminded to promote the 

NSWVGA and recognize them for this generosity. The money has been received and the 

Vouchers will be forthcoming.   



Please let us all stay safe and well together. We will see the end of Covid19 and be able to enjoy 

the fellowship that follows a game. No one misses a nice cold Schooner in the Club House more 

than me. 

John Lowe  NRVGA President 


